L83

OIL FURNACES

the right choice,
when comfort can’t wait.

A Ducane™ oil furnace
keeps you warm, right
from the start.
When your older oil furnace quits,
you need a solid replacement that’s
ready to go to work for you right
away. A Ducane L83 oil furnace is
the right choice. Built and lab-tested
for exceptional toughness, Ducane
L83 furnaces deliver reliable warmth
all winter long, year after year.

Some decisions are tough. This one isn’t.
When you consider Ducane systems, quality and value are givens. You’re
getting peace of mind with great features and smart designs that squeeze
more efficiency out of every energy dollar. And best of all, you get it
right now.

Quality that saves you money.
Every L83 oil furnace uses a Beckett™ burner, the standard for reliable and efficient heating. So you can stay warm,
while still saving money on fuel costs.

Over the years, a hardworking Ducane furnace
can save you hundreds of dollars on utility bills.

$4033

83%
EFFICIENCY

$2194

Versus
65%

Versus
55%

Savings vary depending on use, geography, lifestyle, maintenance, installation and
other factors. Chart depicts 5-year savings over less-efficient models.

Fully equipped for outstanding performance.
A Ducane L83 is a choice you can feel good about
now and season after season. That’s because every
L83 is equipped with a heavy-duty heat exchanger
and motor that’s dynamically balanced and run-tested
for smooth performance. Prepainted cabinets add to
the L83’s toughness.

The Ducane™ L83 is a smart choice no
matter how you look at it.
• 83% AFUE* means an L83 furnace converts 83%
of its fuel into usable heat, so you’ll be using less
oil every month
• 10-year limited warranty on parts and a limited lifetime
warranty on the heat exchanger (with registration)**
mean you’ll feel good for years to come

• Steel heat exchanger with ceramic-fiber combustion
chamber keeps your home comfortably heated
• Fiberglass cabinet insulation boosts energy
efficiency and helps further reduce operating sound
• Every L83 is factory run-tested to help deliver the
highest possible level of reliability

• Dynamically balanced motor helps reduce sound, making
for a quiet startup and shutdown
*Like the miles-per-gallon rating on your automobile, the higher the AFUE rating, the lower your fuel costs. All furnaces manufactured today must meet minimum
AFUE requirements. If your furnace is 10–15 years old, it probably falls below the current minimum and wastes energy.
**Applies to residential applications only. For terms, conditions and exclusions, see full warranty at alliedair.com.

Make the Ducane decision
you won’t regret.
When you think about everything Ducane delivers, your
decision is no decision at all. The performance and reliability
you want are right here, and ready to go to work.
Ducane. It’s the right choice. Right now.

Due to our policy of continuous
improvement, specifications are
subject to change without notice.
®
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Not approved for use in
mobile home applications.
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Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE)
Oil-fired forced-air furnace

83.0
78%

more energy-efficient

97%

